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Abstract

This report contains the final results of PANTHER calculations for the "NEA-NSC
3-D PWR Core Transient Benchmark: Uncontrolled Withdrawal of Control Rods
at Zero Power". PANTHER was able to model the benchmark problems without
modifications to the code. All the calculations were performed in 3-D. *

Keywords
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The calculations presented in this report have been performed within the ECN
projects 1.1376 (in 1994 and 1995) and 7.1065 (in 1996).
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SUMMARY

This report contains the results of PANTHER (version 3.0) calculations for the
"NEA-NSC 1-D/3-DPWR Core Transient Benchmark: Uncontrolled Withdrawal
of Control Rods at Zero Power", which is an extension of the NEACRP PWR 3-D
core transient benchmark (rod ejection accident). The new (rod withdrawal)
benchmark requires geometrical, nuclear and thermal hydraulic data very similar
(or identical) to the data required in the old (rod ejection) one. The main difference
lies in the dynamic evolution, as the rod withdrawal incident takes place on a
longer timescale and also because in this case the reactor scram has to be taken
into account. In the calculation of the rod ejection benchmark no modelling of
the reactor scram was required.

The benchmark compares four cases (A, B, C and D), each of which requires
a steady-state calculation with initial control rod configuration and a subsequent
rod bank withdrawal calculation. The differences between the four benchmark
cases lie in the initial control rod bank configuration, the choice of the rod bank(s)
initially withdrawn and the model applied for the heat transfer between the fuel
rod cladding and the coolant.

PANTHER was able to model the benchmark problems without any modifications
to the code. Furthermore it was found that a higher worth of the initially withdrawn
rod bank(s) and/or a higher peak power does not necessarily result in a higher peak
value of the fuel enthalpy, and also that the variation of the coefficient for the heat
transfer between fuel rod cladding and coolant does not have a large influence on
the transient calculation results.

Some additional studies were performed concerning the influence of the minimum
time step size and the use of a finer spatial mesh. It was concluded that the
application of a smaller minimum time step size somewhat reduces the peak values
of the power, the maximum fuel enthalpy and the maximum cladding temperature.
From fine mesh calculations it was found that the shapes (i.e. the positions of
local minima and maxima) of the radially averaged axial and axially averaged
radial power distributions (both in the steady-state and power peak situation) are
close to those obtained from the initial ("coarse mesh") calculations, although the
locations of the global maxima (and minima) may be different. Also it was found
that, in cases B, C and D, a finer spatial mesh results in considerably lower peak
powers. Finally it was found that applying a finer spatial mesh causes a small
delay in the occurence of the power peak.

nmxr
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this report the results are presented of PANTHER (version 3.0, [1]) calculations
for the "NEA-NSC 1-D/3-D PWR Core Transient Benchmark: Uncontrolled
Withdrawal of Control Rods at Zero Power" [2]. This benchmark is an extension
of the NEACRP PWR 3-D core transient benchmark (rod ejection accident) [3]
[4] [5]. The "Uncontrolled Withdrawal of Control Rods at Zero Power" accident
on a PWR requires very similar data to the rod ejection one, the main difference
lying in the dynamic evolution, as the rod withdrawal incident takes place on a
longer timescale and also because in this case the reactor scram has to be taken
into account. In the calculation of the rod ejection benchmark no modelling of
the reactor scram was required.

The benchmark compares four cases (A, B, C and D), each of which requires
a steady-state calculation with initial control rod configuration and a subsequent
rod bank withdrawal transient calculation. Case A on one hand and cases B, C
and D on the other differ with respect to the initial control rod configuration. In
cases B and C on one hand and case D on the other different control rod banks are
withdrawn in the transient. Finally, the difference between cases B and C lies in
the modelling of the heat transfer between the fuel pin and the coolant. In case C
the coefficient for the heat tranfer is assumed to be constant.

After the initial benchmark calculations, as presented in [6], some additional
studies were performed concerning the influence on the calculation results of the
minimum time step size and of the use of a finer spatial mesh. The final ECN
results of the "NEA-NSC PWR Core Transient Benchmark" were produced by
fine mesh calculations with small minimum time step sizes.

ECN-R--96-005



2. CALCULATION SETUP

The PANTHER code [1] is sufficiently general that, as was also the case with
the rod ejection benchmark, all details of the rod withdrawal benchmark could be
modelled without any changes to the coding.

In the calculation of the rod withdrawal accident, three phases can be distinguished
in each of the four benchmark cases (A, B, C and D), specified in [2]:
• Initial rod bank withdrawal from hot zero power condition until the detection

of the fission power exceeding 35% of its nominal value.
• Delay of 0.6 s, during which the inititial rod bank withdrawal continues.
• Inititiation of the actual reactor scram: all control rod banks, which are not

fully inserted in the core, begin to fall, including the bank which was initially
withdrawn.

2.1 Reactor model
The PWR reactor model employed in these rod withdrawal benchmark calculations
is almost identical to the one employed in the rod ejection benchmark (the "old"
reactor model) [3]. The main reactor data are listed in table 2.1. Radially, the
core is divided into 157 cells (21.606 x 21.606 cm2), containing fuel assemblies.
The core is surrounded in radial direction by 64 reflector channels (of the same
dimensions). The height of the active core is 367.3 cm, divided into 16 layers.
Upper and lower reflectors have thicknesses of 30.0 cm (see fig. 2.1). The core
has octant symmetry.

The principal difference with the "old" reactor model lies in the different speci-
fication of the control rod banks, and the absence of a central control assembly
(position "19") in the present reactor model. In the present reactor model, 5 control
rod banks are modelled: A, B, C, D and S (see tables 2.1 and 2.2). The PANTHER
input deck, specifying the reactor model, is listed in Appendix E of [6].

2.2 Nuclear data
The nuclear data are input to PANTHER as tabulations, provided in the benchmark
specification [2], having the required dependencies, i.e. two (prompt) group
nuclear constants for each composition, depending on boron concentration, water
density, fuel (Doppler) temperature and moderator temperature. The influence of
control assembly insertion on these two-group nuclear data at a numerical node
is modelled as additional terms to the two-group data, depending on the relative
insertion of the control assembly into the node.

As the nuclear data to be employed in this control rod withdrawal benchmark are
identical to those employed in the rod ejection benchmark, the same PANTHER
input deck was used (see Appendix F of [6]).

The code derives data at particular conditions by multi-dimensional linear inter-
polation.

ECN-R--96-005



Calculation setup

Figure 2.1 Three-dimensional PWR model employed in PANTHER calculations (partially
cut-away view; visualization by KENOView).
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Table 2.1 Main reactor data.

General data
Type
Nominal core thermal output
Core pressure
Core inlet temperature
Net coolant flow through core

Geometrical data
Core height
Top reflector thickness
Bottom reflector thickness
Radial cell dimensions 21
Number of core (FA) cells
Number of radial reflector cells
Radial symmetry

Fuel assembly (FA) data
Pellet diameter
Clad outer diameter
Clad wall thickness
Fuel rod pitch
Guide tube diameter (outside)
Guide tube diameter (inside)
FA geometry
Number of fuel rods
Number of guide tubes

PWR
2775 MW

155 bar
286°C

12,893 kg/s

367.3 cm
30.0 cm
30.0 cm

.606x21.606 cm2

157
64

octant

8.239 mm
9.517 mm
0.571 mm

12.655 mm
12.259 mm
11.448 mm

17 x 17
264
25

Control assembly (CA) data
Number of control rod banks
Bank A positions (ENE octant)
Bank B positions (ENE octant)
Bank C positions (ENE octant)
Bank D positions (ENE octant)
Bank S positions (ENE octant)
Length of CA
Tip position of fully inserted CA 37

5 (A,B,C,D and S)
O7
M7

K9,M5
K7,O9

J8,L6,N8
362.159 cm

.7 cm from bottom
Tip position of fully withdrawn CA 401.183 cm from bottom
CA insertion range (steps)
CA insertion range (fraction)

0 -228
0.06112-0.91177

Table 2.2 Radial control rod positions (banks A,B,CJ) and S) in ENE octant ("East-
North-East"; octant symmetry) of core. Stars ("*") indicate core cells without
control rods. Plusses ("+") indicate reflector cells.
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5
6
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9

Column || I

S
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*
*
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+
*
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*

N

+
+
*
A
*
D

O

+
+
+
*
*

P

+
+
+
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Calculation setup

2.3 Neutronics model
The PANTHER neutronics model employed is almost identical to the one em-
ployed in the rod ejection benchmark calculations [3]. It uses explicit axial and
radial reflector representations as suggested by the benchmark specification. The
presence of rod followers in the top reflector was modelled explicitly.

The initial ("coarse mesh") calculations were performed using the analytic nodal
solution with one radial node per assembly and 18 axial nodes as suggested by
the benchmark specification, including one node each for the top and bottom
axial reflectors. The final ("fine mesh") calculations were performed using the
analytic nodal solution with 2x2 radial meshes per assembly and 50 axial nodes
(3 nodes per layer in the core, one node per layer in the top and bottom reflectors).
Partial insertion of a control rod into an axial node was modelled explicitly by a
one-dimensional flux-volume macroscopic cross section averageing procedure.

Due to the symmetry properties of the four benchmark problems [2], all calcula-
tions were performed in octant symmetry (ENE octant) (also see Appendix E of
[6], "EXEC MESH GENERATION").

2.4 Thermal hydraulic model
The PANTHER thermal hydraulic feedback model employed is identical to the one
used in the rod ejection benchmark calculations [3], which is based on a single
representative pin for each radial node of the calculation. Therefore the same
PANTHER input deck was used (see Appendix G of [6]), except for case C. For
this case the heat transfer coefficient between cladding and water is set constant
to 30 kW/m2/K.

The PANTHER thermal hydraulics model input deck for cases A, B and D is
listed in Appendix G of [6]. The fixed heat transfer coefficient required in case C
was obtained by specifying the "HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT INPUT
PARAMETERS" as "0.0 0.0 3.0E4" instead of "0.023 0.0 0.0" (Dittus-Boelter
correlation).

Note that the specified core coolant flow of 12,893 kg/s [2] is modelled as a total
reactor coolant flow of 18,149 kg/s (see Appendix E of [6], "EXEC STEADY
STATE CONDITIONS"). Also note that the specified core inlet temperature of
286°C is modelled as an inlet enthalpy of 1,262,834 J/kg (see Appendix E of [6],
"EXEC STEADY STATE CONDITIONS").

2.5 Miscellaneous
In order to perform the required calculations and to generate the required output,
some PANTHER macros were designed as an extension to the macros supplied
with the PANTHER code [1] and those employed in the rod ejection benchmark
[3]. The PANTHER input deck, containing the extended macro definitions, is
listed in Appendix H of [6]. In order to perform the fine mesh calculations, the
macro definitions were slightly changed to accomodate the larger number of axial
meshes. Furthermore, the postprocessing of the fine mesh calculations results was
partly performed by PANTHER version 4.2 for LWR, which has the capability
to reduce the fine mesh core maps to the coarse mesh format, required in the
benchmark description (i.e. one radial mesh per assembly, one axial mesh per
layer).

ECN-R--96-005 11



In the transient calculation, the event of the fission power exceeding 35% of its
nominal value is detected by the macro "END PHASE 1".

The macro "SS OUTPUT CRWA" is an extension to the original "SS OUTPUT"
[3]. One of the new "Task Output" "alias" definitions is "CRWA FUEL EN-
THALPY". The fuel (UO2) enthalpy is calculated from the fuel temperature T by
evaluating a fourth-order polynomial expression, obtained from analytical inte-
gration of the third-order polynomial expression for the fuel specific heat CP(T),
given in [2].

The transient calculation is subdivided into three phases:
• "Phase 1", in which the initial withdrawal of the control rod bank(s) takes place;

this phase terminates when the power reaches 35% of its nominal value.
• "Phase 2", which is a 0.6 s delay after the ending of "phase 1"; rod withdrawal

continues.
• "Phase 3", in which the reactor scram occurs.

12 ECN-R--96-005



3. CALCULATION RESULTS

Calculations were performed for the four benchmark cases [2]:
• Case A:

Bank D withdrawal; other banks (A,B,C and S) are fully withdrawn until scram.
• CaseB:

Banks B and C withdrawal; banks A and D remain fully inserted; bank S is
fully withdrawn until scram.

• CaseC:
Same as case B, except that the heat transfer coefficient between cladding and
water is set constant to 30,000 W/m2/K.

• CaseD:
Banks A and B withdrawal; banks C and D remain fully inserted; bank S is
fully withdrawn until scram.

For each of these four cases an initial steady state and a transient calculation are
required. In the initial steady state calculation the critical boron concentration
has to be determined for the initial control rod configuration and an initial fission
power level of 0.2775 mW, which is 10~13 times the nominal power of 2775 MW.

3.1 Steady state calculations
A summary of the results of the initial steady state ("coarse mesh") calculations
is listed in table 3.1. Note that for each of the cases an additional steady state
calculation has been carried out to calculate the (static) reactivity worth of the rod
bank(s) to be withdrawn in the transient. Also shown in the table are the peak
value of the radially averaged axial power distribution (benchmark output item
"B2") and its axial (layer) position, and the peak value of the axially averaged
radial power distribution (benchmark output item "B3") and its radial position
(see table 2.2). The full set of required initial steady state benchmark calculations
results is listed in Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D of
[6], respectively. Note that these calculations were performed using a relatively
coarse spatial mesh (one radial mesh per assembly, one axial mesh per layer). In
Section 3.4 the influence of spatial mesh refinement on the steady-state calculation
results will be shown.

Table 3.1 Main results of initial steady state ("coarse mesh") calculations.

Case
A
B
C
D

Boron cone.
1274.82 ppm
802.771 ppm
802.771 ppm
802.771 ppm

Bank worth
1.404 %(D)
3.797 % (BC)
3.797 % (BC)
3.240 % (AB)

Max. ("B2") (layer)
1.51312(8)
1.50768(8)
1.50768(8)
1.50768(8)

Max. ("B3")
1.23303 (M7)
1.90750 (M9)
1.90750 (M9)
1.90750 (M9)

Also note that cases B, C and D yield virtually identical initial steady state results
(except of course for the bank worth), which can be expected as the initial power
level is very low (10~13 times nominal power), so that the temperature distribution
is uniform and thermal hydraulic feedback can be neglected.

ECN-R--96-005 13



3.2 Transient calculations
The main results of the transient ("coarse mesh") calculations are listed in table 3.2.
The fuel enthalpy is defined to be 0 for T • 0°C. For each of the four cases results
are presented of two runs (for the same case, viz. "A2" and "A3", "Bl" and "B2",
"Cl" and "C2", "Dl" and "D3"), which differ with respect to the minimum time
step size. For each of the cases the moment at which the power peak occurs is the
same for the two runs. This is also the case for the moment of the detection of
the power exceeding 35% of its nominal value. For case D this is not surprising,
as the time steps of the two runs are identical up to the moment of maximum
power. The peak value of the power is systematically smaller for the run with the
smaller minimum time step size (except for case D), but this difference is quite
small (< 0.05%).

For the runs with the smaller minimum time step size the moment at which the
maximum fuel enthalpy occurs is systematically one time step earlier than for
those with the larger minimum time step size. Also the peak value of the fuel
enthalpy is systematically smaller for the run with the smaller minimum time step
size, but again the difference is small (< 0.5%).

Note that also for the transient calculations the results of case B agree quite well
with those of case C. This is an indication that the variation of the coefficient for
the heat transfer between cladding and coolant does not have a large influence on
the transient calculation results. Also the fact that, during the power peak, the
average value of this coefficient for case B (approx. 33,000 W/m2/K; see fig. B.8
is larger than the - fixed - value of this coefficient for case C (30,000 W/m2/K)
does not seem to cause a considerable difference between the calculation results
for cases B and C. The reason for this remains to be identified. However, an
explanation may be found in the fact that the total heat exchange coefficient
(from the fuel, through the gap, through the cladding to the coolant) is mainly
determined by the gap conductance, so that the difference (between cases B and
C) in this total (average) heat exchange coefficient is only approx. 1.8 %, which is
considerably less than the 10 % difference between the heat exchange coefficients
from cladding to coolant only.

In table 3.3 a summary is presented of the state of the reactor at the time of the
power peak snapshot. Note that the snapshots are systematically taken one time
step too late. This causes the power at the time of the snapshot to be somewhat
lower than the actual maximum (see table 3.2).

Also listed in the table are the value and position of the peak in the radially
averaged axial power distribution (benchmark output item "E2"; layer position)
and in the axially averaged radial power distribution (benchmark output item
"E3"; radial position). From a comparison with the initial steady state (table 3.1)
it can be concluded that the peak position of the radially averaged axial power
distribution is shifted downward. For the cases A, B and C also the peak position
of the axially averaged radial power distribution changes.

The movement of the control rod banks is summarized in table 3.4. In figs. 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 the rod bank insertion is shown as a function of time for the four
cases, respectively. Note that the insertion of the rod banks (the scram) starts 0.6 s
after detection of the power exceeding 35% of its nominal value (see table 3.2).
As the speed of insertion is the same for all rod banks, the rod bank(s) that is/are
initially withdrawn is/are the first to reach the fully inserted position. Rod banks
that were fully withdrawn before the scram take 2.2 s to reach the fully inserted

14 ECN-R--96-005



Calculation results

Table 3.2 Main results of ("coarse mesh") transient calculations. Stars ("*") indicate
runs which produced the initial benchmark calculation results presented in
[6].

Case/Run
A2
A 3 *
Bl
B2*
Cl
C2*
Dl
D3*

Min. time step size [s]
0.025

0.0125
0.01

0.005
0.01

0.005
0.01

0.005

CPU time (SUN Sparc 10) [s]
8411.5
8983.6
9358.5

11007.8
9595.2

11982.5
10583.7
11458.2

Case/Run

A2
A3*
Bl
B2*
Cl
C2*
Dl
D3*

Detection o f P > 0.35
at time [s]

81.375
81.375
34.030
34.030
34.030
34.030
38.370
38.370

Power peak
at time [s]

81.975
81.975
34.120
34.125
34.120
34.125
38.480
38.480

Power peak
value (rel. to
nominal power)
0.35683
0.35676
1.79283
1.79197
1.79772
1.79688
1.01653
1.01653

Case/Run

A2
A 3 *
Bl
B2*
Cl
C2*
Dl
D 3 *

Peak fuel enthalpy
at time [s]
82.0500
82.0373
34.6799
34.6751
34.6799
34.6751
39.0399
39.0350

Peak fuel enthalpy
value [J/kg]
130,448.5
130,432.5
117,429.5
117,221.5
117,640.5
117,430.5
107,812.5
107,743.5

Table 3.3 Snapshot at power peak ("coarse mesh" calculations).

Case

A
B
C
D

Time of
snapshot [s]
81.9874
34.1300
34.1300
38.4900

Power [-]

0.34943
1.77685
1.78238
1.00387

Diff. with
peak power [%]
-2.1
-0.8
-0.8
-1.2

Max. ("E2") (layer)

1.98692(6)
2.44713(4)
2.44714(4)
2.34073 (4)

Max. ("E3")

1.18846 (M9)
1.72943(19)
1.72945(19)

1.70874 (M9)

ECN-R--96-005 15



position, in agreement with the benchmark specification.

Table 3.4 Control rod bank movement ("coarse mech" calculations).

Case A
Bank(s)
D

A,B,C,S

Time [s]
0.0

81.9749
82.9248
81.9749
84.2247

Event
Start bank withdrawal
Start bank insertion (scram)
Bank fully inserted
Start bank insertion (scram)
Banks fully inserted

CaseB
Bank(s)
B,C

S

Time [s]
0.0

34.6301
35.0352
34.6301
36.8302

Event
Start bank withdrawal
Start bank insertion (scram)
Banks fully inserted
Start bank insertion (scram)
Bank fully inserted

CaseC
Bank(s)
B,C

S

Time [s]
0.0

34.6301
35.0352
34.6301
36.8302

Event
Start bank withdrawal
Start bank insertion (scram)
Banks fully inserted
Start bank insertion (scram)
Bank fully inserted

CaseD
Bank(s)
A,B

S

Time [s]
0.0

38.9700
39.4300
38.9700
41.1699

Event
Start bank withdrawal
Start bank insertion (scram)
Banks fully inserted
Start bank insertion (scram)
Bank fully inserted

The fission power as function of time (benchmark output item "Cl") is shown in
figs. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. For case A, where the worth of the with-
drawn bank is smallest, the feedback mechanisms (mainly the fuel temperature
reactivity effect) have a limiting effect on the reactivity already before the 35% of
the nominal power is reached. The power is effectively limited by the scram and
the moment of maximum power coincides with that of the start of the scram. The
result is a broad power peak and consequently a higher maximum fuel enthalpy.

For the other cases, with higher rod bank worths, the power rapidly exceeds the
35% of its nominal value. The feedback mechanisms still effectively limit the
power before the beginning of the scram. The result is a higher peak power but
also a power peak that is much less broad. This results in a maximum fuel enthalpy
which is lower than in case A.

16 ECN-R--96-005



Calculation results
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Figure 3.1 Case A: Relative control rod bank insertion depth ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Figure 3.2 CaseB: Relative control rod bank insertion depth ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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CaseC
Control rod bank insertions
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Figure 3.3 Case C: Relative control rod bank insertion depth ("coarse mesh " calculation).
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Figure 3.4 CaseD: Relative control rod bank insertion depth ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Figure 3.5 Case A3: Fission power ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Figure 3.6 Case B2: Fission power ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Figure 3.7 Case C2: Fission power ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Figure 3.8 Case D3: Fission power ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Calculation results

In figs. 3.9,3.10,3.11 and 3.12 a comparison is made between the maximum fuel
enthalpy (benchmark output item "D5"; fuel enthalpy is set to 0 at time = 0 s),
calculated directly from the fuel temperatures (at the location with the maxi-
mum average fuel temperature) by evaluating the polynomial expression, and the
maximum fuel enthalpy, calculated by numerical integration of the difference of
the maximum linear power density and the maximum (linear) coolant heating.
Clearly, for each of the four benchmark cases there is a good agreement between
the results of the two calculations. The peak values obtained from numerical
integration, however, are systematically somewhat larger by 3%. This may be
connected to the fact that the positions of the maximum linear power and the
maximum linear heat transfer are not entirely constant during the transient.

Note that the highest value for the peak fuel enthalpy is reached in case A, although
the peak power for this case is the lowest. This is caused by the fact that in case A
the power peak is much broader than for the other cases, because in case A the
power, after a rapid increase at t « 73 s, increases relatively slowly to the level of
35% of nominal power, at which the scram delay is initiated. In the other cases
the power reaches the 35% level rapidly in the "fast increase" phase, which results
in a much narrower power peak. This is also an indication that the scram action
should not only be initiated by the detection of a set maximum power level, but
also by the detection of a set minimum reactor period, as is common practice in
real reactors.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the transient calculation results presented
up till now were obtained using a relatively coarse mesh (one radial mesh per
assembly, one axial mesh per layer). In Section 3.3 some further investigations
will be presented on the influence of the minimum time step size. In Section 3.4
the influence will be demonstrated of the use of a finer spatial mesh on the transient
calculation results.

Check of max. fuel enthalpy calculation
Case A3
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% 40000.0

3
20000.0

0.0

Analytical calculation
Integration of heat balance

0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0
Time [s]

80.0 100.0

Figure 3.9 Case A3: Max. fuel enthalpy ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Check of max. fuel enthalpy calculation
Case B2
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Figure 3.10 Case B2: Max. fuel enthalpy ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Figure 3.11 Case C2: Max. fuel enthalpy ("coarse mesh" calculation).
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Check of max. fuel enthalpy calculation
Case D3
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Figure 3.12 Case D3: Max. fuel enthalpy ("coarse mesh" calculation).

3.3 Influence of minimum time step size
An additional study was carried out concerning the influence of the minimum
time step size on the transient calculation results. The results of this study, which
was performed only for cases A and B, are shown in figs. 3.13, 3.14,3.15,3.16,
3.17 and 3.18. For both cases the calculated peak values of the reactor power, the
maximum fuel enthalpy and the maximum cladding temperature tend to become
lower if a smaller minimum timestep size is applied. This is favourable, as a larger
minimum timestep size will yield conservative results.

For case A the results for a minimum time step size of 0.025 s are already very
close to those for the smallest minimum timestep size (0.0125 s). It is expected
that a further reduction of the minimum timestep size will not cause a significant
change in the results. This is also the case for the minimum time step size of
0.010 s in case B, for which the results are very close to those obtained with the
smallest minimum timestep size (0.005 s).

3.4 Fine mesh calculations

The final benchmark calculation results were produced employing a finer spatial
mesh (2x2 radial meshes per assembly, 50 axial nodes, i.e. 3 nodes per layer in
the core, one node per layer in the top and bottom reflectors). The main results of
the steady state calculations are listed in table 3.5. The full set of required initial
steady state benchmark calculations results is listed in Appendix A, Appendix B,
Appendix C and Appendix D.

Note that cases B, C and D still yield virtually identical results, which can be
expected as the inital power level is very low (10~13 times nominal power), so
that the temperature distribution is uniform and thermal hydraulic feedback can
be neglected.
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Case A - Rel. power
Influence of min. time step size
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Figure 3.13 Case A: Influence of minimum timestep size on calculated reactor power.

Table 3.5 Main results of final steady state ("fine mesh") calculations.

Case
A
B
C
D

Boron cone.
1268.94 ppm
799.407 ppm
799.407 ppm
799.407 ppm

Max. ("B2") (layer)
1.51295(8)
1.50755(8)
1.50755(8)
1.50755(8)

Max. ("B3")
1.24141 (M9)
1.91086 (M9)
1.91086 (M9)
1.91086 (M9)
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Figure 3.14 Case A: Influence of minimum timestep size on calculated max. fuel enthalpy.
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Figure 3.15 Case A: Influence of minimum timestep size on calculated max. cladding
temperature.
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Figure 3.16 Case B: Influence of minimum timestep size on calculated reactor power.

In general a good correspondence is found between the initial steady-state power
maps (benchmark output items "B2", "B3", "B4", "B5" and "B6") from the "fine
mesh" calculations (Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D)
and those from the "coarse mesh" calculations (Appendix A, B, C and D of [6]).
The shapes (i.e. the positions and values of the local maxima and minima) of
the radially averaged axial and axially averaged radial power distributions from
the "fine mesh" are close to those obtained from the "coarse mesh" calculations,
although the locations of the global maxima (and minima) are different for case A.
Differences of up to a few percent (random) may be found between corresponding
locations in the maps from "coarse mesh" and "fine mesh" calculations. However,
note that the "Envelope axial power distribution" (benchmark output item "B6")
is systematically higher in the "fine mesh" case. This can be expected as for this
item the maximum (linear) power in each reactor layer is selected. Also note that
the critical boron concentration is approx. 0.5 % lower than for the corresponding
"coarse mesh" cases (see table 3.1).

The main results of the "fine mesh" transient calculations are listed in table 3.6. The
full set of required transient benchmark calculation results is listed in Appendix
A, Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D. Note that the postprocessing of
the fine mesh calculations results was partly performed by PANTHER version
4.2 for LWR, which has the capability to reduce the fine mesh core maps to the
coarse mesh format, required in the benchmark description (i.e. one radial mesh
per assembly, one axial mesh per layer). Also note that the values of the "Peak
fuel enthalpy" are given by the integration of Cp of the fuel between 0 K and
T, whereas the values of the "Peak fuel enthalpy" in table 3.2 are given by the
integration of Cp of the fuel between 0°C and T. This gives a systematic difference
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Figure 3.17 Case B: Influence of minimum timestep size on calculated max. fuel enthalpy.
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Figure 3.18 Case B: Influence of minimum timestep size on calculated max. cladding
temperature.
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of 54130.5 J/kg (i.e. the fuel enthalpy at 0°C).

Table 3.6 Main results of final ("fine mesh") transient calculations (also see Appendix A,
Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D).

Case
A
B
C
D

Min. time step size [s]
0.0125

0.005
0.005
0.005

CPU time (SUN Sparc 10) [s]
26786
35417
27655
30523

Case

A
B
C
D

Detection o f P > 0.35
at time [s]

81.575
34.205
34.205
39.280

Power peak
at time [s]

82.175
34.305
34.305
39.380

Power peak
value (rel. to
nominal power)
0.35580
1.30910
1.31342
0.96988

Case

A
B
C
D

Peak fuel enthalpy
at time [s]
82.2123
34.8601
34.8601
39.9500

Peak fuel enthalpy
value [J/kg]
186,579
168,742
168,939
163,213

As can be expected, the "fine mesh" calculations present a greater burden on
computing resourses than the "coarse mesh" calculations for the corresponding
case: the required CPU time is approx. 3 times higher. In table 3.7 a comparison is
made between the peak values of the fission power and the maximum fuel enthalpy
from the "coarse mesh" calculations (also see table 3.2) and the corresponding
"fine mesh" calculations. Performing the calculations with a finer spatial mesh
influences the timing of the problem: the power peak occurs between 0.18 s
(cases B and C) and 0.90 s (case D) later than in the corresponding "coarse
mesh" calculations. Also the peak value of the power is considerably lower (up
to 36.9 % for case B). The differences in the peak value of the maximum fuel
enthalpy are between -2016 J/kg (case A) and 2622 J/kg (case C). This corresponds
to temperature differences of approx. -7.5 K and 9.6 K, respectively, which are
quite small compared to the changes in the maximum fuel centreline temperature
(benchmark output item "D6").

In figs. 3.19, 3.20,3.21,3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26 a further comparison is pre-
sented of the results of the "coarse mesh" ("JCK original") and "fine mesh" ("JCK
fine mesh") calculations with the reference solution, calculated by P. Brohan [7],
using PANTHER version 4.2 for LWR with 3x3 radial meshes per assembly and
3 axial meshes per layer. A good agreement is found between our "fine mesh" cal-
culations and the reference solution with respect to the moments at which the peak
values in fission power and maximum fuel enthalpy occur. Also a good agreement
is found with respect to the actual peak values, although the peak values resulting
from our "fine mesh" calculations are systematically somewhat lower than those
from the reference solution. This may be connected to the even finer spatial mesh
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Calculation results

employed in the reference calculations.

Table 3.7 Comparison of "coarse mesh " with "fine mesh" peak values.

Case

A
B
C
D

t i t power peak

[s]
-0.20
-0.18
-0.18
-0.90

A {Power peak)
[%]
0.27
36.9
36.8
4.8

A (Peak fuel enthalpy)
[J/kg]
-2016
2610
2622
-1339

In table 3.8 a summary is presented of the state of the reactor at the time of the
power peak snapshot. Note that the snapshots are systematically taken one time
step too late. This causes the power at the time of the snapshot to be somewhat
lower than the actual maximum (see table 3.6). In general a good correspondence
is found between the power peak snapshot maps (benchmark output items "E2",
"E3", "E4", "E5" and "E6") from the "fine mesh" calculations (Appendix A,
Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D) and those from the "coarse mesh"
calculations (Appendix A, B, C and D of [6]). The shapes (i.e. the positions
and values of the local maxima and minima) of the radially averaged axial and
axially averaged radial power distributions from the "fine mesh" are close to
those obtained from the "coarse mesh" calculations, and also the positions of the
global maxima are the same for the "coarse mesh" and "fine mesh" calculations
(compare tables 3.3 and 3.8). Differences of up to a few percent (random) may be
found between corresponding locations in the maps from "coarse mesh" and "fine
mesh" calculations. However, note that the "Envelope axial power distribution"
(benchmark output item "E6") is systematically higher in the "fine mesh" case.
This can be expected as for this item the maximum (linear) power in each reactor
layer is selected.

Table 3.8 Snapshot at power peak ("fine mesh" calculations).

Case

A
B
C
D

Time of
snapshot [s]
82.1873
34.3100
34.3100
39.3900

Power [-]

0.349062
1.30063
1.30522
0.96753

Diff. with
peak power [%]
-1.9
-0.6
-0.6
-0.2

Max. ("E2") (layer)

1.98745(6)
2.43394(4)
2.43351 (4)
2.32663 (4)

Max. ("E3")

1.19526 (M9)
1.75014(19)
1.75016(19)
1.71419 (M9)
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Figure 3.19 Case A: Comparison of results: fission power.
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Figure 3.20 Case B: Comparison of results: fission power.
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Figure 3.21 Case C: Comparison of results: fission power.
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Figure 3.25 Case C: Comparison of results: maximum fuel enthalpy.
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Figure 3.26 Case D: Comparison of results: maximum fuel enthalpy.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

From this study we arrive at some conclusions. First of all, it has been shown
that the PANTHER code can be applied without modifications to calculate the
problems of this benchmark.

Second, it has become clear that a higher worth of the initially withdrawn rod
bank(s) and/or a higher peak power does not necessarily result in a higher peak
value of the fuel enthalpy, if the scram action is only initiated by the detection
of a set maximum power level. For a more realistic calculation the scram action
should also be initiated by the detection of a set minimum reactor period, as is
common practice in real reactors.

Third, the variation of the coefficient for the heat transfer between cladding and
coolant does not have a large influence on the transient calculation results.

Fourth, the calculated peak values of the reactor power, the maximum fuel enthalpy
and the maximum cladding temperature become lower if a smaller minimum
timestep size is applied. This is favourable, as a larger minimum timestep size
will yield conservative results.

Fifth, the shapes (i.e. the positions of local minima and maxima) of the radially
averaged axial and axially averaged radial power distributions (both in the steady-
state and power peak situation), obtained from the initial ("coarse mesh") and final
("fine mesh") calculations, agree quite well, although the locations of the global
maxima (and minima) may be different.

Sixth, in cases B, C and D a finer spatial mesh results in considerably lower
calculated peak powers.

Seventh, applying a finer spatial mesh causes a small delay in the occurence of
the power peak.
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APPENDIX A. RESULTS CASE A

A. 1 Steady state results

B) STEADY STATE RESULTS

Bl) Critical boron concentration: 1268.39 ppm

B2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.14761 0.24086 0.40070 0.66652 0.98429 1.24110 1.42104 1.51295
1.51110 1.41560 1.23236 0.97273 0.65280 0.39944 0.24076 0.12429

B3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

1.08452 0.85089

1.16710 1.17872 1.17244 0.75124

0.57512 1.05084 1.23531 1.14570 1.01766

1.05888 0.99033 1.14448 1.22504 1.13673 0.86420 0.47679

1.10002 1.04389 1.11781 1.12351 1.24141 1.08648 0.46631 0.52920

B4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

1.34688 1.05662
1.44890 1.46286 1.45531 0.93286

0.71233 1.30352 1.53376 1.42197 1.26374

1.31410 1.22822 1.42049 1.52019 1.41140 1.07226 0.59175
1.36516 1.29477 1.38739 1.39369 1.54116 1.34827 0.57784 0.65670

B5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.708337 0.555715

0.762048 0.769324 0.765342 0.490615

0.374761 0.68566 0.806632 0.747794 0.664624

0.691423 0.646211 0.747245 0.799547 0.742274 0.563973 0.311326

0.71829 0.681251 0.72994 0.733154 0.810604 0.709106 0.303948 0.345524

B6) Envelope axial power distribution

0.19219 0.30633 0.50896 0.84785 1.25285 1.57999 1.80915 1.92618
1.92383 1.80225 1.56894 1.23835 0.83089 0.50805 0.30561 0.15915

A.2 Snapshot at power maximum

E) SNAPSHOTS AT TIME OF POWER MAXIMUM

El) Fission power:

0.349062

E2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.34180 0.56130 0.91557 1.42695 1.86490 1.98745 1.81525 1.40511

1.02659 0.74917 0.53502 0.36374 0.22038 0.12829 0.07601 0.03851
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E3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.92044 0.71512
1.10905 1.03946 1.00972 0.65891

0.97121 1.10275 1.13873 1.04609 0.95793

1.10804 1.09638 1.15135 1.16784 1.13257 0.98861 0.59238

1.09191 1.05398 1.13219 1.10134 1.19526 1.17035 0.86944 0.75004

E4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

1.71296 1.32339

2.16513 1.96268 1.89146 1.24168

2.29308 2.23425 2.18902 2.00387 1.86430

2.20570 2.24344 2.27951 2.26497 2.24991 2.07115 1.26601

2.11550 2.05642 2.22859 2.14447 2.32812 2.39738 2.10241 1.67312

E5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.237291 0.186749
0.256743 0.257794 0.254351 0.164307

0.129876 0.233017 0.270406 0.249165 0.22058
0.240193 0.223454 0.25432 0.269064 0.248018 0.188926 0.106021

0.250521 0.23757 0.25171 0.250514 0.272691 0.237713 0.103071 0.11741

E6) Envelope axial power distribution

0.42922 0.69007 1.12491 1.75186 2.28376 2.42394 2.19807 1.72571
1.28112 0.93237 0.66783 0.45517 0.27593 0.16062 0.09506 0.04923
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Results case A

A.3 Time histories

C1 .Rel_fission_power.nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_J 4
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Figure A. 1 Fission power (relative to nominal value).
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Figure A.2 Coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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C3.Ave_coolant_out.nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:41)
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80.0 100.0

Figure A.3 Core averaged coolant outlet temperature.

C4.Ave_Doppler_temp.nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:43)

360.0

340.0

£ 320.0

300.0

280.0
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0

Time [s]
80.0 100.0

Figure A.4 Core averaged fuel Doppler temperature.
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Results case A

D1 .Loc_rel_fission__power.nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:46)

20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0
Time [s]

Figure A.5 Max. local power density (relative to average nominal value).

D2. Loc_rel_coolant_heati ng. nea_crwa_tran_A_f m_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:48)

0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0
Time [s]

Figure A.6 Max. local coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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D3.Max_coolant_temp.nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:51)

305.0

300.0

Q- 295.0

290.0

285.0
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0

Time [s]
80.0 100.0

Figure A.7 Hot channel coolant outlet temperature.

D4.Max__heat_exc_coef.nea_crwa_tran_A__fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:54)
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Figure A.8 Max. of coefficient of heat exchange between cladding and water.
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Results case A

200000.0

D5.Max_fuel_enth.nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuljperon uranlum.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:56)
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160000.0

140000.0
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Time [s]
80.0 100.0

Figure A.9 Max. fuel enthalpy.

D6.Max_fuel_centre_temp.nea__crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:42:59)
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Figure A. 10 Max. fuel temperature at pellet centreline.
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310.0

D7. Max_clad_temp. nea_crwa_tran_A_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-07/16:43:02)
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80.0 100.0

Figure A.I 1 Max. cladding outer surface temperature.
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APPENDIX B. RESULTS CASE B

B. 1 Steady state results

B) STEADY STATE RESULTS

Bl) Critical boron concentration: 799.407 ppm

B2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.17673 0.25582 0.41281 0.67544 0.98898 1.24178 1.41826 1.50755

1.50415 1.40828 1.22583 0.96802 0.65073 0.39959 0.24239 0.13066

B3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.39877 0.50871
1.01543 0.77520 0.81792 0.50441

0.73439 1.07671 0.66536 0.91569 0.50557

1.52222 1.25010 1.50979 1.53131 1.45053 1.00135 0.64081
1.79680 1.46003 0.83449 1.48925 1.91086 1.64507 0.67685 0.80651

B4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

0.49429 0.63177
1.26114 0.96182 1.01544 0.62648

0.91025 1.33618 0.82488 1.13670 0.62695

1.89123 1.55146 1.87594 1.90222 1.80329 1.24352 0.79639
2.23302 1.81259 1.03446 1.84913 2.37586 2.04450 0.83978 1.00239

B5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.25917 0.33128
0.6611 0.50422 0.53233 0.32844

0.47709 0.70033 0.43229 0.59566 0.32856

0.99107 0.81309 0.98304 0.99659 0.94466 0.65151 0.41734
1.17001 0.94979 0.54211 0.9689 1.24461 1.07093 0.43995 0.52528

B6) Envelope axial power distribution

0.29298 0.47766 0.79222 1.30512 1.91377 2.40355 2.74528 2.91815
2.91159 2.72601 2.37281 1.87367 1.25906 0.77198 0.46630 0.24405

B.2 Snapshot at power maximum

E) SNAPSHOTS AT TIME OF POWER MAXIMUM

El) Fission power:

1.30063

E2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.81516 1.20166 1.83486 2.43349 2.17761 1.63961 1.25614 0.96220
0.73249 0.54973 0.40124 0.27726 0.16994 0.09969 0.05951 0.03156
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E3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.64928 0.62003

1.13133 0.93914 0.89112 0.49860

0.74096 1.13856 0.90343 0.91796 0.45805

1.53588 1.29186 1.47687 1.45100 1.28166 0.83299 0.50341

1.75014 1.49251 1.10840 1.45759 1.70356 1.40466 0.55327 0.62566

E4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

0.73689 0.93426
1.80306 1.39112 1.43315 0.85653

1.25039 1.84158 1.12292 1.49613 0.79968
2.58946 2.11382 2.49478 2.44898 2.25039 1.49964 0.92308

3.04524 2.48151 1.41027 2.43043 3.01054 2.51790 1.00056 1.15038

E5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.067805 0.086476
0.173061 0.131902 0.138878 0.085615

0.125145 0.183368 0.113082 0.155405 0.085663

0.259909 0.213149 0.256998 0.259986 0.246051 0.169532 0.10837

0.306784 0.249157 0.142224 0.253223 0.324386 0.278826 0.114539 0.136311

E6) Envelope axial power distribution

1.30957 1.92347 2.95675 3.95569 3.86199 3.05225 2.37892 1.84140
1.40811 1.05902 0.77383 0.53505 0.32799 0.19223 0.11437 0.05935
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Results case B

B.3 Time histories

C1 .Rel_fission_power.nea_crwa_tran_B_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:27:59)

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
Time [s]

40.0 50.0

Figure B.I Fission power (relative to nominal value).

C2.Rel_coolant_heating.nea_crwa_tran_.B_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:02)

0.20

0.15

0.10 -

0.05

0.00
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Figure B.2 Coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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C3.Ave_coolant_out.nea_crwa_tran_B_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:05)
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o.
^ 288.0

-5 287.0
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284.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
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Figure B.3 Coolant outlet temperature.

C4. AvemDoppler_temp. nea_crwa_tran_B_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:08)

320.0

310.0

£ 300.0 -

290.0

280.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Time [s]

Figure B.4 Fuel Doppler temperature.
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Results case B

D1 .Loc_rel_fission_power.nea_crwa_tran_B_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:10)

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Time [s]

Figure B.5 Max. local power density (relative to average nominal value).

D2. Loc_rel_coolant_heati ng. nea_crwa_tran_B_f m_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:13)

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Figure B.6 Max. local coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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D3.Max_coolant_temp.nea_crwa_tran_B_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:16)

300.0

295.0

290.0

285.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Time [s]

Figure B .7 Hot channel coolant outlet temperature.

D4.Max_heat_exc_coef.nea_crwa_tran_B_fm__14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:18)
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Figure B.8 Max. ofcoefficient of heat exchange between cladding and water.
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Results case B

170000.0

160000.0 -

91 150000.0 -

140000.0 -

130000.0

D5.Max__fueLenth.nea_crwa_,tran_B_fm_14
jkuijper on uranlum.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:21)

120000.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Time [s]

Figure B.9 Max. fuel enthalpy.

D6.Max_fuel_centre_temp.nea_crwa_tran_B_.fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:23)

500.0

U
400.0 -

300.0

200.0
10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure B. 10 Max. fuel temperature at pellet centreline.
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D7. Max_clad_temp.nea_crwamtranJ3_
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:28:26)

_1 4

305.0

300.0 -

g 295.0

290.0 -

285.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure B.ll Max. cladding outer surface temperature.
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APPENDIX C. RESULTS CASE C

C. 1 Steady state results

B) STEADY STATE RESULTS

Bl) Critical boron concentration: 799.407 ppm

B2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.17673 0.25582 0.41281 0.67544 0.98898 1.24178 1.41826 1.50755

1.50415 1.40828 1.22583 0.96802 0.65073 0.39959 0.24239 0.13066

B3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.39877 0.50871

1.01543 0.77520 0.81792 0.50441

0.73439 1.07671 0.66536 0.91569 0.50557

1.52222 1.25010 1.50979 1.53131 1.45053 1.00135 0.64081

1.79680 1.46003 0.83449 1.48925 1.91086 1.64507 0.67685 0.80651

B4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

0.49429 0.63177
1.26114 0.96182 1.01544 0.62648

0.91025 1.33618 0.82488 1.13670 0.62695

1.89123 1.55146 1.87594 1.90222 1.80329 1.24352 0.79639
2.23302 1.81259 1.03446 1.84913 2.37586 2.04450 0.83978 1.00239

B5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.25917 0.33128

0.6611 0.50422 0.53233 0.32844

0.47709 0.70033 0.43229 0.59566 0.32856

0.99107 0.81309 0.98304 0.99659 0.94466 0.65151 0.41734

1.17001 0.94979 0.54211 0.9689 1.24461 1.07093 0.43995 0.52528

B6) Envelope axial power distribution

0.29298 0.47766 0.79222 1.30512 1.91377 2.40355 2.74528 2.91815
2.91159 2.72601 2.37281 1.87367 1.25906 0.77198 0.46630 0.24405

C.2 Snapshot at power maximum

E) SNAPSHOTS AT TIME OF POWER MAXIMUM

El) Fission power:

1.30522

E2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.81514 1.20164 1.83484 2.43351 2.17767 1.63966 1.25616 0.96220

0.73248 0.54971 0.40122 0.27724 0.16992 0.09968 0.05950 0.03155
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E3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.64928 0.62003

1.13133 0.93914 0.89111 0.49860
0.74095 1.13855 0.90343 0.91796 0.45805

1.53589 1.29186 1.47688 1.45101 1.28166 0.83298 0.50340

1.75016 1.49252 1.10841 1.45760 1.70358 1.40467 0.55326 0.62565

E4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

0.73690 0.93427

1.80310 1.39115 1.43318 0.85654

1.25041 1.84162 1.12294 1.49616 0.79969

2.58956 2.11388 2.49488 2.44907 2.25047 1.49967 0.92309

3.04539 2.48160 1.41030 2.43053 3.01068 2.51800 1.00058 1.15039

E5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.067797 0.086467
0.173042 0.131887 0.138863 0.085605

0.125131 0.183348 0.113069 0.155388 0.085654

0.25988 0.213125 0.25697 0.259958 0.246025 0.169513 0.108359
0.30675 0.249129 0.142208 0.253195 0.324352 0.278797 0.114526 0.136296

E6) Envelope axial power distribution

1.30953 1.92343 2.95672 3.95577 3.86215 3.05239 2.37901 1.84143
1.40809 1.05898 0.77378 0.53501 0.32796 0.19221 0.11436 0.05934
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Results case C

C.3 Time histories

C1 .Rel_fission_power.nea_crwa_tran_C_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:34)

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Time [s]

Figure C. 1 Fission power (relative to nominal value).

C2. Rel_coolant_heating.nea_crwa_tran_C_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:36)

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Time [s]

Figure C.2 Coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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Results case C

D1 .Loc_reLfission_power.neamcrwa_tran__C_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:45)

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Time [s]

Figure C.5 Max. local power density (relative to average nominal value).

D2.Loc_rel_coolant_heating.neamcrwa_tran_C_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:48)

0.8

0.6 -

I °-4

0.2

0.0

- -

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Time [s]

Figure C.6 Max. local coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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D3.Max_coolant_temp.nea_crwa_tran_C_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:50)

300.0

295.0

290.0

285.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure C.I Hot channel coolant outlet temperature.

D4. Max__heat_exc_coef. nea_crwa_tran__C_f m__14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:53)

30001.0

30000.5

*( 30000.0

29999.5

29999.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [si
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Figure C.8 Max. of coefficient of heat exchange between cladding and water.
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Results case C

170000.0

D5. Max_f uel_enth. nea_crwa_tran_C_f m_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:56)

120000.0
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Time [s]

Figure C.9 Max. fuel enthalpy.

D6. Max_fuel_centre_temp.nea_crwa_tran_Cmfm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:58:58)

500.0

U
400.0 -

300.0 -

200.0
10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure C. 10 Max. fuel temperature at pellet centreline.
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D7. Max__clad_temp. nea_crwa_tran_C_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/09:59:01)

305.0

300.0

295.0 1

290.0 l-

285.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure C.I 1 Max. cladding outer surface temperature.
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APPENDIX D. RESULTS CASE D

D. 1 Steady state results

B) STEADY STATE RESULTS

Bl) Critical boron concentration: 799.407 ppm

B2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.17673 0.25582 0.41281 0.67544 0.98898 1.24178 1.41826 1.50755
1.50415 1.40828 1.22583 0.96802 0.65073 0.39959 0.24239 0.13066

B3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.39877 0.50871
1.01543 0.77520 0.81792 0.50441

0.73439 1.07671 0.66536 0.91569 0.50557

1.52222 1.25010 1.50979 1.53131 1.45053 1.00135 0.64081
1.79680 1.46003 0.83449 1.48925 1.91086 1.64507 0.67685 0.80651

B4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

0.49429 0.63177

1.26114 0.96182 1.01544 0.62648

0.91025 1.33618 0.82488 1.13670 0.62695

1.89123 1.55146 1.87594 1.90222 1.80329 1.24352 0.79639

2.23302 1.81259 1.03446 1.84913 2.37586 2.04450 0.83978 1.00239

B5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.25917 0.33128
0.6611 0.50422 0.53233 0.32844

0.47709 0.70033 0.43229 0.59566 0.32856

0.99107 0.81309 0.98304 0.99659 0.94466 0.65151 0.41734
1.17001 0.94979 0.54211 0.9689 1.24461 1.07093 0.43995 0.52528

B6) Envelope axial power distribution

0.29298 0.47766 0.79222 1.30512 1.91377 2.40355 2.74528 2.91815
2.91159 2.72601 2.37281 1.87367 1.25906 0.77198 0.46630 0.24405

D.2 Snapshot at power maximum

E) SNAPSHOTS AT TIME OF POWER MAXIMUM

El) Fission power:

0.967535

E2) Radially averaged axial power distribution

0.73180 1.08739 1.68262 2.32663 2.28115 1.69676 1.28687 0.98098

0.74511 0.55865 0.40759 0.28160 0.17259 0.10125 0.06045 0.03211
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E3) Axially averaged radial power distribution

0.44541 0.57112

1.07703 0.90296 0.97438 0.65216

0.63503 1.07514 0.96260 1.10105 0.81075

1.10657 0.99026 1.33281 1.48193 1.45146 1.05772 0.64872

1.24507 1.03686 0.64828 1.26884 1.71419 1.53911 0.65966 0.78166

E4) Radial power distribution at axial layer 6

0.78021 1.01639

1.83767 1.48621 1.63474 1.03827
1.13204 1.81219 1.20737 1.74045 0.98866

2.02605 1.80075 2.38308 2.56447 2.54270 1.80475 1.15299
2.27876 1.89439 1.17980 2.30974 3.11981 2.79044 1.18548 1.42648

E5) Radial power distribution at axial layer 13

0.068984 0.088035

0.175731 0.134101 0.141364 0.08719

0.126756 0.18604 0.114925 0.158151 0.087242

0.262378 0.215635 0.260675 0.264175 0.250343 0.172676 0.110481

0.309294 0.251351 0.143853 0.256869 0.329605 0.283657 0.116668 0.138982

E6) Envelope axial power distribution

1.08735 1.63669 2.56947 3.60635 3.82360 3.18940 2.47533 1.89521

1.44026 1.07964 0.78757 0.54409 0.33339 0.19535 0.11622 0.06032
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Results case D

D.3 Time histories

C1 .Rel_fission_power.nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:14)

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Time [s]

Figure D. 1 Fission power (relative to nominal value).

C2.Rel_coolant_heating.nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:17)

0.20

0.15 -

0.10 -
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0.00
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Figure D.2 Coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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290.0

289.0

288.0

£ 287.0o

286.0

C3.Ave_coolant_out.nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:20)

285.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure D.3 Coolant outlet temperature.

C4.Ave_Doppler_temp.nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:23)

320.0

310.0

£ 300.0

290.0

280.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Time [s]
40.0 50.0

Figure D.4 Fuel Doppler temperature.
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Results case D

D1 .Loc_reLfission_power.nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:25)

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
Time [s]

Figure D.5 Max. local power density (relative to average nominal value).

D2.Loc_rel_coolant_heating.nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:28)
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Figure D.6 Max. local coolant heating (relative to average nominal value).
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D3.MaxmcoolanMemp.nea_crwa_tran__D_fm__14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:31)
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Figure D.7 Hot channel coolant outlet temperature.

D4.Max_heat_exc_coef.neamcrwa__tran_D_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:34)
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Figure D.8 Max. of coefficient of heat exchange between cladding and water.
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Results case D
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Figure D.9 Max. fuel enthalpy.

D6. Max_f uel_centre_temp. nea_crwa_tran_D_fm_14
jkuijperon uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:39)
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Figure D. 10 Max. fuel temperature at pellet centreline.
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D7. Max_cladjemp. nea_crwa_tran_D_frrM4
jkuijper on uranium.ecn.nl (96-02-08/10:08:42)
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Figure D.I 1 Max. cladding outer surface temperature.
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